INDUSTRY NEWS

LTL accessorial fees have come under greater scrutiny by LTL carriers as usage and charges
increase. The latest hit to LTL pricing over is Old Dominion’s announced flat fee of $1,000 for over
length shipments.
• The wake up call arrived with the announcement by the Port of Los Angeles to move to a 24/7
operating schedule. No specific timeline has been given, however, action meetings would begin
this week to start identifying the barriers for 24/7 operations.
• The Ports of LAX and LGB are reporting 83 ships at anchor or holding areas with 64 of the 83
ships being container ships.
• Consolidation continues with the recent ArcBest acquisition of MoLo Solutions, a freight
brokerage company. The $235 million dollar acquisition gives ArcBest a top 15 U.S. truckload
broker.
• According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA), U.S. inventories of distillates used as
diesel for both transportation and heating oil are enough to meet just 31.2 days of demand. This
is the tightest it has been since 2000.
Coaches Corner: TMS Transformation
Projections are that the Transportation Management System (TMS) space will be a 2.3 billion dollar
business by 2023. Today, there are no road blocks for shippers to utilize a TMS and move away
from manual processes. Traditionally, the leading roadblocks to implementation of a TMS centered
on cost and support. To overcome these roadblocks, TMS providers have simplified the onboarding
process and have brought the economics of a TMS within reach of even small shippers.
If the pathway forward for a shipper is “supply chain ownership,” a TMS is the catalyst to
accomplish the objective. TMS providers are now preparing all levels of support to ensure the
transition from manual to automation is successful and achievement of the proposed ROI is
attainable. Support levels include help desk, continuous improvement and back office services
incorporating freight audit & payment, carrier compliance and TMS training. As a result, today’s
shippers are finding TMS technology adaptation within their organization a path that is yielding
results through deeper automation and greater visibility.
TMS providers have simplified pricing models to include free trials, pay as you go and subscription
models. Each model offers a tailored pricing structure based upon a shippers annual spend,
average cost per shipment and modes. As a result, shippers are now able to onboard in an
enterprise TMS that can sustain the increased complexity of a shipper’s customer base as the
business grows.
Historically, many shippers have been through an ERP integration, as a result, software integrations
come with a connotation of high cost and resource diversion. Neither are typically for a TMS
implementation today. Depending on the required ERP integration, a TMS implementation is a
transformation that is completed in an average of 8 to 12 weeks and with little to no upfront
expense. The time for beginning transforming your supply chain is today. Please reach out to Rockfarm
•

for a deeper dive into how you can achieve supply chain ownership with a TMS transformation at info@rockfarm.com.
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This month’s happenings brings us right to the cost
of fuel. September’s average cost for diesel finished
at $3.38 but ended with a high mark of $3.40 per
gallon. Midway through October the diesel cost per
gallon has risen to $3.58. We are now in territory not
seen since 2014 and the years preceding, when fuel
prices exceeded the $3.50 per gallon threshold.
In reviewing US Energy Information Administration
(EIA) retail cost for diesel at the beginning of 2021
and mid year, we have exceeded expectations. The
cost of oil makes up close to 50% the cost of a
gallon of diesel fuel. According to the latest oil
prices, oil settled at $85 a barrel, hitting a three year
high. Overall market assumptions reflect the easing
of C-19 restrictions will continue to spur demand.
Supporting the surge in demand, Reuters is
reporting power generation has been moving toward
fuel oil and diesel from expensive gas and coal. The
forecast for oil prices is upward with the International
Energy Agency expecting demand to increase by
500,000 barrels per day resulting in a shortfall of
700,000 barrels per day until January when OPEC is

expected to increase production.
Truckload rates managed to stay relatively flat even in the face of rising diesel cost. September’s
average cost per mile hit a high mark for 2021 coming in at $3.38 per mile. Midway through October we
have seen a decline in the cost per mile to $3.35, which is good news considering the rising cost of fuel.
Congestion remains a critical issue as the ports of LAX and LGB illustrate an increase of 25% to 30% in
container volume year to date over 2020. Adding to shipper woes is the rail yard congestion being
experienced across multiple points. Chicago continues to be a challenge with a severe chassis
shortage. The challenges in Chicago are causing multi day embargoes on receiving containers for both
inland transit to Chicago and transit out of Chicago.
Illustrating deeper challenges for shippers, the Rockfarm tender reject percentage rose to 13% in
October as carrier capacity continues to
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